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This would imply that the railways are not counting on any
improvement in operational efficiency of their rolling stock over the
Second Plan period, although the plan contains brief and vague
reference to the need for raising it.
A somewhat closer examination of the nature of the additional
demand for freight traffic would seem to indicate that an increase
in average efficiency would probably follow almost automatically
even without an over-all effort on the part of the railways to raise
efficiency in general. Nearly 70 per cent of the estimated additional
freight traffic is connected with three specific industries : for ins-
tance, 20 million tons for coal, 18 million tons for steel and raw
materials and 5 million tons for cement. The raw materials, in-
cluding coal, for the steel industry are to be carried by special
facilities created for a rapid and uninterrupted flow of traffic. These
include some new lines where the only traffic of any importance
would be train-loads of these materials, in most cases handled in
large wagons specially designed for quicker loading and unloading.
The average haul for this transport would perhaps be lower also.
Thus, the character of this new freight traffic is such that it
would flow much faster than the average traffic. A very rough and
ready estimate of the extent by which this new traffic would be
carried with greater efficiency than the average transport operation
suggests that, given the addition to the freight stock, the program-
me of retirement of over-age equipment and the highest estimate
of additional traffic, the railways would have enough wagon capa-
city to handle the freight traffic without needing any effort to raise
their over-all operational efficiency. This may as well be the reason
why the discussion on efficiency of the railways in the Second
Plan was confined to two vague paragraphs only.
4. scope for raising efficiency of railway operations
-*
It may be argued that the scope for a more intensive utiliza-
tion of railway equipment than at present is limited. There was
little advance in this field even during the First Plan. The question
whether there are possibilities in this direction is difficult to answer
for two reasons. In the first place, the Plan itself as well as the
other discussion pertaining to the subject have so far provided no
concrete facts regarding the present rate of utilization of railway

